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00:01:34 Cheryl: hello  everyone 
00:02:00 Susan: Greetings from Drums, PA.
00:02:05 Kate: Hello from Michigan
00:02:53 Senta Greene: Hi from Nashville, Tennessee.
00:03:08 Cheryl: hello from    Saskatchewan Canada 
00:03:28 barbara Hartsell: hey from Tulsa
00:03:28 Suzie: hello Suzie from Montréal
00:03:36 Malinda: Hello - Malinda from TN
00:04:10 coach: Penny says Hi from Winchester, VA
00:05:04 karen: hello from Bethpage TN
00:05:16 Kirsten Hjort christensen: hello from Denmark
00:05:45 Nina Parault: Hi from Louisiana
00:05:45 Loni Holt: hi from Dallas
00:05:50 Jan’s iPad: hi Shelley!
00:06:01 Jan’s iPad: hi  Lonnie.
00:06:08 Suzie: Shelley I love your shawl which one is that?.
00:06:42 Sherri: Link to the ravelry stash function tutorial:

https://www.loom.com/share/d59e2f02953643ba8ec6c755a3be7176
00:07:41 Mary Peters: Swamps are actually quite cool!
00:07:45 Cecelia Landin: your video was great. Makes me want to road trip to Tulsa
00:08:16 Jan’s iPad: love ks
00:08:26 Maureen Doerner: hello from Newbury Ohio
00:08:42 Suzie: love is need to get the ones I am missing
00:08:53 Kim Jackson: what shawl were you wearing early today
00:09:09 Grammy’s time zapper: Hi from Mena, Arkansas
00:09:25 Amy Mendelblatt: hi from St. Petersburg, FL
00:09:46 Mechel Hurley: happy Friday everyone from Las Cruces, NM 
00:09:46 Lila E: thanks so much Shelly!
00:10:11 Grammy’s time zapper: Have all KS and looking forward to 5!
00:10:12 mary's iPad: hi from Springfield, MO
00:10:45 Sarah Olsen: Hello from Manhattan Beach, CA
00:11:00 Kimberly's iPhone: hi from Tulsa, OK
00:12:23 Jacqueline Yee: Hello from Houston, Texas
00:12:40 Evelyn’s iPhone: Hi y’all. from Greensboro,GA
00:13:10 Carla Stanfield: hi 
00:13:11 Malinda: yes great tutorial!!
00:13:14 lila : Hi from Bayside NY
00:13:32 Lynda: Yes - very useful!. Like the new Ravelry set up. 
00:13:38 Grammy’s time zapper: I need all the help I can get organizing.
00:13:55 Cecelia Landin: so helpful!
00:16:43 Grammy’s time zapper: photos are great idea
00:17:02 Cecelia Landin: I like that you can see examples of your yarn that someone else used for their 
project
00:17:51 Sherri: To access Free Stars visit www.knitstars.com.
00:19:59 Mel Taylor: Hi from eastern NC!
00:20:12 Sherri: Hi, Mel!
00:20:40 Tukasa -TALK TO ME SLOWER: Shelley, in a future Virtual Yarn Along, could you please show 
us how to wear the Pebble Beach Bandana cutely?
00:21:10 Karen Conley: Hi from OH
00:21:40 Tukasa -TALK TO ME SLOWER: thank you!
00:22:23 Cecelia Landin: show Effie scarf next week too!
00:23:17 Carla Stanfield: Loni! hi yarn sister 
00:24:28 Kimberly's iPhone: would it be possible to do a short video How To on the Vintage Lace 
Section of the Pebble Beach scarf and post in the Loops Together FB page please?
00:24:49 Amy Mendelblatt: does ravelry have an App that people use on the go?
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00:25:03 Carla Stanfield: go to the three dots in the corner the drop down list has virtual back ground 
listed you can change it there.
00:25:37 Elizabeth Harris: Knit Picks has Free Knitting backgrounds for Zoom
00:25:37 susan: If your phone photos automatically move to your computer, you can just drag the 
photos into Ravelry.
00:25:54 Virginia’s iPad: for the I pad, click on the chat button and choose change virtual background 
and can add from photos
00:26:14 Helen Ashenfelter: It doesn't work on all computers unless you have a green screen.
00:26:50 Grammy’s time zapper: Fancy
00:27:37 susan: What scarf are you wearing?  It is lovely.
00:29:48 Greta: Gave you give suggestions for organizing needles/hooks?
00:30:11 Cecelia Landin: do you include that project yarn in your stash
00:31:13 Elizabeth Harris: Friend of mine uses the bass pro shop organizer as well:)
00:31:30 Greta: Awesome!
00:31:43 susan: Most needle sorters do not hold enough variety I think.
00:31:51 Click Stars LLC: Hi Susan, if you’re talking to me, it’s “Zephilli” by Louisa Harding in her own 
100% cashmere yarn called Cashmere Gilli - we have it in the store at Loops and LoopsLove.com and the 
pattern is free with purchase I believe.
00:31:56	 Grammy’s	time	zapper:	 that’s	sweet‼
00:33:19 Carroll Barson: Awesome!  Can’t wait
00:33:51 Mary Peters: This interview is just another way that Loops is the BEST!  Great Job Loops and 
Loni!
00:34:09 Q+0KZ9Y8GtAv3mcsX4+itg==: I have the worm bag also - and I love it.  Easy to take along 
with you for knitting weekends.  Someday we will be able to do that again!
00:35:35 Doris Walker: I like that idea to start with new purchases and add them to Ravelry stash & 
work from there.
00:35:35 Blandyna: Have to remember to keep uploading new stash purchases, as its easy to get lazy and 
let a new build-up of uncategorized yarn happen.
00:35:43 Virginia’s iPad: anyone from Massachusetts?
00:35:54 susan: That’s a great question.
00:35:59 Blandyna: Yes; Blandyna from Lincoln.
00:36:33 Sherri: https://www.mybluprint.com/article/mystery-stash-yarns-determining-yarn-weights
00:36:57 Sherri: https://www.craftyarncouncil.com/standards/how-measure-wraps-inch-wpi
00:37:10 Sherri: https://www.craftyarncouncil.com/standards/how-measure-wraps-inch-wpi
00:38:06 Virginia’s iPad: I am from NORTHBRIDGE less than an hour from lincoln
00:38:38 Cheryl: there  is  a  bleach  test  for  fiber too
00:38:39 Greta Heintz: Why do you organize yarn by COLOR rather than gauge and fiber type?
00:39:09 sarahmitchell: I’m from Massachusetts
00:40:07 Virginia’s iPad: which city I’m from NORTHBRIDGE  Sarah?
00:40:23 Blandyna: I stash mine by weight and manufacturer.
00:40:41 sarahmitchell: Marion, down near the cape
00:41:20 Linda: All my yarn is organized in plastic bins, but there are so many bins that my closet is 
bulging at the seams!  I have stash beyond all life expectancy!!!
00:41:55 Linda: Time to start teaching my friend's granddaughter how to first crochet and then knit!
00:42:34 Mary Peters: Beautiful Cyndi!
00:43:04 Elizabeth Harris: I would like to share my Caitlin Hunter sweater…
00:44:31 Sherri: Fingerless gloves "Leaves"
00:44:46 Sherri: Velentina Georgiva
00:44:59 Click Stars LLC: https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/fingerless-gloves-leaves
00:45:33 Cecelia Landin: tin can knits has an easy fingerless pattern too
00:45:43 Malinda: it worked for Michael Jackson... :)
00:45:57 Sherri: Right, Malinda!
00:46:48 Lynda: Wow - beautiful!!!
00:46:54 Mary Peters: Wow! Elizabeth!
00:46:55 Virginia’s iPad: beautiful!
00:47:14 Carla Stanfield: Very pretty Elizabeth!
00:47:29 Suzie: that’s beaut
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00:47:35 Blandyna: I made a second Herkka, and it fits much better than the first one.
00:47:43 susan: Beautiful.
00:48:34 Maureen Luddy: I just bought the same ones from the container store
00:48:56 Amy Mendelblatt: i have a micro stash. it all fits in a hope chest
00:49:17 Suzie: in Canada they are sold at Canadian Tire for the Canadians
00:49:53 susan: This is my first Loops Club Together Virtual Meeting and I’m in love!!!!!  Such a terrific 
fun time.
00:49:56 Cheryl: Suzie  what  are  they  called
00:50:34 Jan’s iPad: great organization......
00:50:48 Virginia’s iPad: you can use lavender or cedar
00:51:13 Carla Stanfield: I raise lavender as well and make sachets
00:51:27 Suzie: drops of lavender on your pillowcases
00:51:37 Mary Peters: What do you do with the Irish spring soap
00:51:54 Virginia’s iPad: if you think you have moth eggs put in the freezer
00:52:41 sarahmitchell: irish spring also keeps the deer away… makes me wonder what’s in it
00:52:46 coach: Does it matter what kind of soap for leg cramps?
00:53:03 Suzie: oh I am so frightened to drop my stitches I am almost done first side
00:53:05 Jan’s iPad: Carla your lavender is wonderful
00:53:28 Carla Stanfield: thanks Jan
00:56:19 Malinda: really pretty top!
00:56:21 Jan’s iPad: lovely, sweater
00:56:21 Mary Peters: This group is so amazing!
00:56:48 Carla Stanfield: That’s so pretty!
00:57:23 Rosemary McNamara: sorrell
00:57:31 Evelyn Neal: SUMMER SORRELL
00:57:44 Click Stars LLC: https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/summer-sorrel
01:05:06 susan: Is there a way to get Shelly back to the large photo?
01:05:18 susan: Screen, not photo.
01:05:20 Malinda: wet blocking silk - did you use a soap or wool wash (like soak or eucalan)?
01:05:51 susan: I found it!
01:06:06 Judy MILLER: Susan, go to the upper right hand corner and click on the speaker view or 
gallery view.
01:06:17 Malinda: thanks!
01:07:16 coach: How can you change your "name" on your video?
01:08:56 caryn: https://www.containerstore.com/s/closet/shoe-storage/large-drop-front-shoe-
box/12d?productId=11006294
01:09:57 Lila E: 10% sale at container store - wonder if they ever do greater discount?
01:10:02 Malinda: clapping :)
01:10:14 Barbara Carrington: Did I hear correctly that you can take 2 strands of your yarn and put them 
thru the needle whole and if it fits that is the needle size to use?
01:10:16 Stephene Goode: this has been wonderful
01:10:19 Grammy’s time zapper: love to celebrate
01:10:23 Lila E: thanks for interesting hour!
01:10:29 Malinda: thanks everyone - have a great weekend!!
01:10:31 Jackie Muller: Thank you, You too
01:10:37 Virginia’s iPad: thank you!
01:10:39 susan: Thanks everyone!
01:10:40 Suzie: thank you Shelly and Sherri and everyone
01:10:42 Cheryl: bye  , thank you
01:10:43 Mel Taylor: Happy weekend!  Be safe out there!
01:10:44 Kirsten Hjort christensen: thaks, good nigt
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